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SPORTS REPORT                                                                                                                19 May 2023 

 

S1/S2 Mixed Athletics Championships, Sandown Athletics Track, Tuesday 16 May 

 

Team:   

S1: Bella, Courtney, William, Millie, Melaina, James, Isaac, Lilly, Solomon, Eliza, Toby 

S2: Georgiana, Austin, Zak, Raymond, Harry, Isaac, Henry, Brogan, Isabella, Toby, Lola, Daisy, Jessica, 

Millie 

Track Report: 

A post-Covid return to the full event at Sandown was welcomed by all. However, the Island PE Committee 

decided to move the event nearly 2 months earlier than usual, so our preparation time was much shorter than 

in previous years; the challenge for ‘Team Priory’ was well and truly on! 

First up was the challenging 1500m. Zak (S2) and Isaac H (S2) started strong in a packed field. The boys 

have only recently found their feet in this distance, so first time outings meant that the more experienced 

runners set the pace and Zak and Isaac worked hard to keep up. No positions were taken here, but they 

should both be proud of completing one of the hardest distances of the day.  

Bella M (S2) and Lola (S2) ran in the girls 1500m, in yet another strong field. Our girls kept a nice middle 

of the pack pace, with the more experienced Lola setting a good speed for Bella to follow. As the final lap 

approached, Lola took off and gained ground on the leaders hitting a sprint finish to take 5th place. Bella 

also maintained an impressive speed and came home in 8th.  

Next up was the 1000m race for the Year 7 (S1) group. Isaac M (S1) raced alone for the boys, with 

Courtney (S1) and Eliza (S1) running for the girls. Both were very quick races; the standard this year is 

incredibly high. All 3 ran very respectable times, but the pace was just out of their reach today and they all 

placed just outside the top 5.  

On to the sprints, with the 100m heats first up. Raymond (S2) ran in one of two ‘A string’ heats with the 

fastest times over both races qualifying for the final. Raymond started his race strong and found his pace 

after a few strides. He got his head down and powered across the line in 2nd place. This race was very fast 

but the second heat was even faster, such that Raymond’s 2nd place did not give him a quick enough time to 

reach the final. Henry (S2) in the ‘B String’ race was up against a similar standard of sprinter and came in to 

take 5th place.  

It was the girls’ 100m next with Daisy taking on the ‘A string’ competition. This was an amazing race from 

Daisy. She took off from the line and left the competition in her dust. She took 1st place with ease, a good 5-

10 meters ahead of 2nd place. Daisy was easily the fastest over both heats and was straight into the final. Jess 

(S2) raced in the ‘B string’ 100m. This was also a very fast race, and Jess took off with great pace leading 

out in 2nd place. Unfortunately, Jess wasn’t feeling 100% today and could not maintain the pace for the full 

distance. She finished in a very respectable 4th place.  

Year 7 ran a slightly reduced sprint of 80m. Solomon (S1) and James (S1) ran for us in this competition. 

The boys were up against powerful and imposing competitors, with both taking a strong 6th place.  

After a false start from Lilly (S1), the girls 80m race restarted and all girls took off from the start line at a 

very fast pace. The top 3 were neck and neck all the way up the straight, crossing the line almost 

simultaneously. Both Mr Byrne and Miss Mildenhall from different positions on the track thought Lilly had 

taken 1st place but the photo finish apparently showed otherwise, and Lilly was awarded 3rd and a place in 

the final. Millie H (S1) made a great start to her 80m heat and was powering towards a 2nd place finish. 

However, a stumble 20m from the line cost Millie 2 places and she finished in 4th place.  
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It was the 200m heats next for Harry (S2) and Isaac H (S2). This is a challenging race for Priory pupils as it 

is difficult for us to properly train to start on the curve of a bigger track given our smaller 150m track. 

However, Harry and Isaac made good starts accelerating into the straight but couldn’t quite catch the front 

runners and both finished in 6th place.  

Training struggles mean nothing to the more experienced Lola (S2) and she mastered the art of starting a 

race on a bend. Exploding from the start line, Lola was on the shoulder of 1st place until 10m from the line 

when her speed dropped slightly, and she finished in 3rd place. Georgie (S2) also had a good race in her 

heat, but just lost out to speedier competition on the straight. Lola moves on to the final.  

It was the 150m for Isaac M (S1) and Solomon (S1). Both worked hard to keep up, but the pace was just of 

reach for them today. Solomon had to race against the UK Under 13 Track Champion, and his pace was out 

of this world…so, so fast.  

Millie H (S1) and Melaina (S1) took to their 150m heats, with Melaina having to run between 2 field events 

to run. See below for the field event report. Melaina came 5th in a very bunched up field, with all runners at 

a very similar pace. It was only experience that allowed others to finish ahead of her as they ducked over the 

line. Millie H (S1) ran another fast-paced race, quickly moving from 5th to 3rd place over the middle stretch 

and stayed there to finish. Millie just missed out on the 150m finals by less than a tenth of a second.  

The remainder of the races did not have heats but went straight to finals. 

First up is the 300m. Due to various injuries, we actually had no one to race for the boys. Austin B (S2) and 

Zak (S2) bravely stepped up and took to the track. This is not either boy’s event, but they gave it everything 

they had, and both should be commended for representing the school and not wanting our team to miss a 

race. Well done and thank you, boys.  

Bella M (S2) and Millie (S2) ran the 300m for the girls. A great well-timed race from Bella saw her lead the 

pack alongside another runner and it was a fight to the finish. Bella kept her cool and strode over the line 

with confidence taking 2nd place. Millie had a fast race to run, cleverly dealing with the pack bunching 

together, and just missing out on the finish line and taking 4th place. This was the last ‘A’ and ‘B string’ 

race, so we await the official positions to see if Bella’s 2nd place time takes a medal. 

Back to Daisy (S2) for her 100m final and she was not messing about! From the gun to the finish line, Daisy 

was in the lead. She took off and hit top pace almost immediately. It was a close top 3 but there was no 

doubt Daisy was our winner and now the fastest Year 8 on the Island for 100m!  

Next, Lilly (S1) stepped up next for the 80m final. This was another fast race, with Lilly gritting her teeth 

and powering as hard as she could. The top 3 ran side by side and crossed the line together. We were all 

unsure until 3rd place was announced! Lily is now the 3rd fastest Year 7 on the Island over 80m.  

More Priory power and success was enjoyed in the 200m final as Lola (S2) took to the track again. Yet 

another fast race, but Lola absolutely powered ahead of the field. Only one other could keep the same pace 

and was slightly quicker over the line. So, 2nd place and second fastest 200m Year 8 girl on the Island.  

Turning to the final 2 races for the day before the relay. Several schools missed out on the girls’ 800m and 

we are very disappointed in the event organisers. However, on to the boys. Brogan (S2) and Austin B (S2) 

entered the 800m, once again rising to the challenge and running in unfamiliar races due to injuries 

elsewhere. The same was true of Will (S1), who entered the Year 7 600m competition. Thanks to all the 

boys for showing great courage and camaraderie. We are very proud of you. 

Last race before the relay was the 600m girls for Courtney (S1) and Eliza (S1). A good race here, with both 

girls sitting nicely at a mid-field pace. Eliza pulled ahead with 300m to go and climbed the field looking to 

take 3rd or even 2nd place, but she accidentally stopped on the wrong line. Eliza corrected immediately but 

was overtaken and came in at 4th place.  Courtney maintained her mid field pace, coming in 7th.  

Mr M arrived in time for his favourite event and the event Priory is well known for over the years: the 

relays, with Year 7 up first.  
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The boys had a really tough race. The previously mentioned UK Champion was among the opposition and 

this really pushed the field to work hard. Our team of Isaac M, Solomon, Will and James impressively kept 

up with the pace, but it was just out of reach and they came in 4th place.  

Our Year 7 girls, Millie H, Courtney, Eliza and Lilly beautifully executed a relay race. Millie took off from 

the start line, powering towards Courtney where she took over with a textbook changeover. Charging down 

the back straight Courtney handed over to Eliza, who accelerated round the bend and maintained a super 

pace. Another perfect hand over to Lilly, and the girls were challenging for the top spot. A great final sprint 

down the home straight and the girls took 2nd place.  

Next up were the Year 8 boys, Harry, Henry, Austin B and Raymond. Harry had a great start passing to 

Henry who sprinted down the back straight to Austin B. A great handover meant Austin could power round 

the bottom bend and let Raymond go for the home straight. This was another very quick race and the boys 

narrowly missed out on 2nd place, taking 3rd.  

Then came the Year 8 girls who put on a relay masterclass. The team was made up of Daisy, Bella M, Lola 

and Jess. Daisy took the starting bend and was in the lead from the gun. A perfect handover between Daisy 

and Bella, meant the lead was maintained as Bella screamed down the back straight. Lola timed her 

movement perfectly and another textbook changeover took Lola round the final bend, and further into the 

lead. Jess was ready and took the baton flying down the home straight and into 1st place!  

As always, Priory performs on the relay and everyone should be proud of the work put in to get these 

results.  

Field Report: 

The field events are difficult to report on as they take place at the same time as the track events. Competitors 

are not always told the results as they often have to run off to compete in the track events. Lilly and Melaina 

deserve a special mention as they had to complete 2 field events at the same time as their track events came 

up. Well done girls! We will get the results through email in the next day or two, but we do know that 

Henry(S2) threw a huge 8m 80cm to take 1st place in shot, and Raymond (S2) hit a comfortable 1m 40cms 

high jump for 1st place. These results could lead to a Hampshire selection, but we await final rulings. 

Very well done to our high jump competitors: Lilly (S1), Bella (S1), James (S1), Solomon (S1), Millie (S2), 

Georgie (S2), Raymond (S2) and Isaac H (S2). 

Great work from our long jump competitors: Melaina (S1), Lilly (S1), Isaac M (S1), Lola (S2), Daisy (S2), 

Austin B (S2) and Henry (S2). 

More great work in shot from Eliza (S1), Bella (S1), Toby (S1), Millie (S2), Georgie (S2), Henry (S2) and 

Brogan (S2).  

And finally, very well done in javelin to Melaina (S1), Courtney (S1), Toby (S1), Jess (S2), Bella M (S2), 

Toby (S2) and Harry (S2). 

It was a great day and thankyou to everyone for working so hard. We look forward to Thursday and S3/S4 

going to the athletics.  

SB 
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S3/S4 Mixed Athletics Championships, Sandown Athletics Track, Thursday 18 May 

 

Team:   

S3: Kaiden, Hannah, Amelia, Finlay, Lydia, Joe, Amy, Eleanor, Mai, Francesca, Arun, Ethan, Tom, Harry, 

Nikita  

S4: Joe, Liora, Milo, Joshua, Amelia, Adam, Felix, Daisy, Wilf 

Track Report: 

It was back to the track on Thursday for the upper senior athletics meet. It was always going to be a tough 

day as this group has been plagued with injury and sickness, meaning those available for selection had lots 

to do! A special mention here goes to Arun and Amelia H in S3. Arun had been off sick for a week before 

the meet and Amelia has a leg injury. Also, to Joshua and Daisy in S4 for running today on troublesome 

knees. All 4 did not want to let the school down and all did us proud.  

As with Tuesday the first race today was the 1500m, with the 3000m running on the track at the same time. 

Joe A (S4) came in 2nd in the 1500m last year, so he was here with something to prove. And boy did he take 

hold of that chance with both hands. Joe took off from the start line and took the lead, setting the pace for 

the entire race. Wilf (S4) also started with a good pace and stayed with the pack as the race took the first 

lap. By lap 2 Joe had taken a 50m lead and the pace of the race was electric! Wilf remained focused and 

quick, staying at the center of the chasing group. But this was Joe’s race and he took 1st place with ease. 

Wilf coming a very respectable 7th.  

The 3000m race was on the track at the same time. This was a Year 10 race only and we had one pupil 

volunteer to run, Adam (S4). This is a long distance for Adam but he gave it his all and represented the 

school with pride. This was his first visit to this type of competition and Adam was a little shocked at the 

size of the track. But he did not let this stop him and it was a great effort.  

The Year 9 1500m was next up, with the girls and boys running separate races but on the track at the same 

time. This was another quick paced 1500m and the stronger boys pulled away leaving Joe K (S3) and Ethan 

(S3) leading the pack just behind. The race remained at this pace until the final lap when Ethan made his 

move followed by Joe. The leaders proved to be just out of reach, but a final sprint brought our boys in at 4th 

place for Ethan and 5th place Joe. A well-run race indeed. The girls’ race going at the same time meant the 

pace was also quick as they closely followed the boys around the track. Mai (S3) and Hannah (S3) put in a 

fantastic effort to keep up, but the pace was just too quick. A great effort from our girls.  

Upper senior school sprint races are very fast with times coming close to adult levels, and this year seemed 

to be even faster still.  

The Year 9 100m heats were first with Finley (S3) running in the first race and Kaiden (S3) in the second. 

The first race hit a great pace from the gun and Finley tore away with the rest of the pack. They all stayed 

together powering up the straight and crossed the line with nothing in it between them all. Finley took 4th 

place, with his time being fast enough to reach the final. Kaiden’s race was just as fast and although he put 

in a great effort to keep up, Kaiden was just outside the positions but should be very proud of his 

performance.  

The girls’ heats saw Amelia (S3) and Amy (S3) take on the 100m. Amelia came into today with a leg injury 

and although she was taped up and covered in deep heat, she was determined to run. She blasted out of the 

starting blocks and flew down the track heading into 2nd place, but she pulled up slightly and lost a bit of 

pace. Amelia gritted her teeth and kept running, coming in at 4th place, showing amazing determination. 

Amy has done a lot of work with Mr B this week to improve her running technique with better use of her 

arms, and it all came together on the 100m. Amy took off from the start line pumping her arms, she pulled 
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away from the pack into 3rd straight away, remained strong and crossed the line in this position. It was into 

the 100m final for Amy.  

Milo (S4) and Felix (S4) were next up in the Year 10 100m contest. Milo took to the track but the pace off 

the line surprised Milo and at 50m he was in 4th place. Milo was having none of that and found another gear 

to charge through the leaders and take 1st place and into the finals. Felix had a huge challenge in his heat, it 

was really very fast. The group all stayed very tight but at the line Felix couldn’t quite maintain the speed 

and he just missed out on a position. A great effort from Felix.  

The Year 10 girls’ heats brought the injured Daisy (S4) to the line. More deep heat here as Daisy was 

determined to run. She started strong off the line but at 60m her knee could not take the pace, Daisy dropped 

back and came in at 4th place. Amelia (S4) also performed very well in her heat and ran with great 

determination, but the girls proved just too fast for her today. Well done to both Priory girls.  

There was no time to mess about for Felix and Amy, they hit the track immediately for the 200m heats. A 

full pace 100m and 200m back-to-back is no easy task. Both pupils were very impressive.  

A slight communication issue sent 3 of our team running the Year 9 200m heats. We managed to sort things 

out, but it meant that Tom S (S3) and Nikita (S3) ran in the same heat. It was a quick race, but Tom kept 

pace with the leaders round the bend. As the sprint down the straight kicked in, the leaders pulled away with 

both Priory boys just off the pace. Tom took 5th and Nikita took 6th.  

Given that Amy had not long since finished the 100m race, a challenging outside lane draw in the 200m 

added to the pressure. An amazing effort saw Amy power the corner and hit the straight at full pace, 

destroying the competition and taking 2nd, and winning a place in the 200m final. Unfortunately, this now 

meant a repeat effort of 100m and 200m back-to-back races was on the cards.  

The same challenge of back-to-back races also faced Felix. He started at pace with the front runners pulling 

away from the field. You could not tell them apart at the line with Felix right in the middle. A photo finish 

put Felix in 3rd and straight into the final. The second heat saw Arun (S3) running for Year 10. The pace of 

this heat was something a fully healthy Arun could have triumphed over, but illness from the previous week 

caught up with him on the straight and he just missed out on a place.  

Wilf (S4) stepped up for the 400m. Wilf is not a shorter distance runner but didn’t want to see the school 

unrepresented in this race. He really played a team role and covered for injury and sickness and added to our 

overall points tally. Thank you, Wilf.   

It was the 300m finals next, with Year 9 first up. Finlay (S3) was unsure on this race as he could not picture 

the distance and then drew the outside lane! But when the race started Finlay pulled out in front. Nothing 

was going to hold him back here and as he rounded the bend his lead was good enough that a sprint wasn’t 

even needed. 1st place to Finlay. Joe K (S3) had just been working hard on his high jump (field event report 

below) and raced over to join the 300m. The race began very quickly and the leaders pulled away from Joe. 

Round the bend Joe got his head down and gained on the 3rd place runner, but narrowly missed out on a top 

3 place securing a very respectable 4th place instead.  

The Year 9 girls 300m race was also very quick and a tough race for Hannah (S3) saw her take 5th place. 

Lydia (S3) had a great start to her race and was gaining ground on the leaders into 2nd place. Sadly, 

something pinged in her leg and Lydia dropped to 3rd and eventually crossed the line in 4th. This was a great 

effort to keep pushing through.  

The Year 10 300m race saw the girls compete but not the boys. Francesca (S3) stepped up a year group to 

race and was determined to prove she could keep up. And she did more than keep up! Francesca powered 

out of the bend coming into 2nd place on the straight. She was not done yet and destroyed the pace of the girl 

ahead taking 1st place before the line. A textbook race from Francesca and great work. The second race saw 

Amelia B (S4) taking part after competing in the long jump. Despite giving it her all in the long jump, 

Amelia took to the track and ran with great determination and character, just missing out on a position.  
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It was the 100m finals next for Amy (S3), Finley (S3) and Milo (S4). All 3 races were incredibly fast. There 

is some real sprinting talent on the Island and it was on display today. Both Amy and Finley finished just 

outside positions, but in both races all competitors crossed the line almost at the same time.  

The Year 10 boys’ final was really tough and the fastest of the day. Milo (S4) had a poor start from the line, 

and although trailing initially he stepped up a gear and powered back through the field. He steamed up the 

straight and gained on everyone, and right on the line it looked as though he had taken 3rd place. We had to 

wait for the photo finish to get the official place; it was 4th. Milo missed out on 3rd by the smallest of 

margins, it was so close!  

For the second time today, Amy stepped up for consecutive 100m and 200m races. Once is enough, but to 

do it twice is quite remarkable! Amy was tired but she was not going to let this stop her. A strong field and 

another quick pace, but Amy used everything she had to keep up and took to the challenge with great 

determination. The final straight saw the leaders pull away and Amy came in to take 4th place. Still a 

fantastic achievement.  

Felix was ready for his 200m final. The race started quick and just got faster. Felix gave it everything he 

had, with the entire pack running as one. Around the bend and 3 slightly faster boys pulled away as they 

approached the line. Another photo finish put Felix just outside the positions, but this was a huge effort 

from Felix. 

The final event before the relays was the 800m and a scramble for us to find a team. All our Year 9 runners 

were out with injury or sparing a niggle so that they could compete in the relays. Eleanor (S3) was 

determined to do both, but this meant yet another tough back-to-back race going from 800m straight to the 

relay. Harry T (S3) and Nikita (S3) stepped up with no practice at this event. Adam (S4) volunteered for the 

second time today to represent Year 10 boys, and Daisy (S4) refused to back down even though her knee 

hadn’t recovered fully from the last race and competing in the high jump.  

Harry and Nikita had a tough start to the race, with both boys unsure how to pace. But Harry settled in and 

quickly worked it out, gaining on the leaders with determination. On the final bend he was gaining to the 

point of catching the front runner and only just missed out on 5th place on the line, finishing in a creditable 

6th place. A good solid run. Nikita tried as best he could and finished outside placing but it was a great effort 

in unfamiliar territory. Nikita displayed great potential for the future.  

Eleanor (S3) paced her race really well, keeping a nice middle ground position throughout the first lap. 

Coming into the second lap, she picked up the pace and moved into a decent 5th place. But coming into the 

final straight Eleanor dug into her reserves and hit a sprint out of nowhere! A great 4th place finish was her 

reward.  

Next was the Year 10 boys with a very tired Adam. The 3000m race had really taken it out of him but he 

was here and he wasn’t going to quit! He put in a great effort but the tiredness was clear. Even the other 

schools began cheering him on to finish. Adam should be very proud of himself. We are certainly proud of 

his role model qualities. 

The Year 10 girls’ race had a determined and stubborn Daisy (S4) take to the track. This is usually Daisy’s 

strongest event so she was not going to let it go. We talked about a middle order finish due to her not feeling 

100%. At the gun, Daisy took off and led the race for the first lap and by some distance. With 300m to go 

Daisy pulled up; she lost 3 places and took off again. She climbed back into 3rd position and was looking to 

catch the leaders, but a painful knee got the better of her and she had to retire from the race. Daisy’s 

perseverance was exemplary and it was nearly the most dramatic victory of the day.  

Onto the relays. Our team was a bit beaten up and battered at the point, but everyone came together to make 

a plan. Here we go…  

Oh no! Being drawn in the outside lane again meant a lot of work for all our athletes. 
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Year 9 girls up first with Lydia, Francesca, Hannah and Eleanor. Lydia started and showed no signs of 

previous niggles, a great hand over to Francesca and she charged down the back straight. A slightly 

mistimed changeover to Hannah and a little ground was lost. Changeover 2 caused the wrong hands coming 

into changeover 3, but Eleanor used everything she had left to try and catch the leaders on the home straight. 

5th place was secured, and the girls were exhausted.  

The boys were up next with Finlay, Arun, Joe and Ethan. Finlay had a great start showing no signs of 

tiredness, handing over perfectly to Arun, who suddenly found his pre sickness pace and we are still in first 

place down the back straight. Another textbook changeover over to Joe and 3 other teams alongside Joe 

took the corner with ease and pulled away. It was going to come down to the last changeover and who had 

the pace down the final straight. These boys know how work the relay with 3 out of 3 perfect changeovers. 

Along the straight all 4 leading teams pulled further away and towards the finish line. 1st and 2nd crossed the 

line a stride ahead of Ethan. So, was that 3rd or 4th for the Priory boys? Back to the photo finish. Mr B ran up 

to the finish line to look himself – it was very close. Literally a half trainer’s length saw our boys take 4th. 

So unlucky on the line but a great run by the boys.  

Now the Year 10 races with the girls first. With Daisy out, Francesca came forward to run again. The school 

spirit was just fabulous. Amelia H strapped her leg and applied deep heat and the team made its way onto 

the track. Our year 10 team comprised 3 Year 9s and one Year 10. We were all very proud of them. So, it’s 

Amy, Francesca, Amelia B and Amelia H. Amy with a great start round the bend to Francesca. Once again 

flying down the back straight to Amelia B. Amelia opted to sprint the bend in order to protect Amelia H’s 

injury by allowing her to run the straight. In doing so, Amelia B flew round the bend and the changeover to 

Amelia H made another 3 out of 3 perfect changeovers and it was down to the sprint finish. A strong final 

length from all teams saw our girls take 3rd place. A fantastic run!  

Now the last race of the day and our Year 10 boys’ team. Joe, Felix and Milo had all worked hard today and 

still had to find that last bit of energy. The 4th member was Josh, who had been off all events today with a 

bad knee. He refused to let the team and the school down, knowing that this team could come together and 

win. Yet another example of school and team spirit that echoed the performances all day. The deep heat was 

back out again and to the track they went. Felix summoned his last bit of energy and took the lead from the 

start. A super changeover to Joshua and away he went. The back straight has been our friend today, and he 

hit top pace to handover to Joe. Flying round the bend, Joe showed he can handle long and short distances 

with the best of them as the top 3 teams pulled away. The third of 3 spot on changeovers and Milo was back 

in familiar territory sprinting up the home straight. He fought hard to the line for a brilliant 3rd place.  

Field Report: 

Once again, it is difficult to report on these events as they took place at the same time as the track races.  

What we do know is Daisy (S4) took 2nd place in high jump with a 1.3m jump. Milo (S4) and Felix (S4) hit 

personal best jumps and only just missed the school record with 1.55m each. We are unsure on positions so 

await final scores.  

Ethan (S3) and Joe (S3) both hit 1.50m in the high jump and took joint 1st place.  

Francesca came in 3rd in the javelin, but we are not sure on the final distance. 

We will report again with all the field results as they come in. 

Overall, it was a great day for Priory School, and we are very proud of taking 5th place out of 9 much larger 

schools over the course of 2 days of competition. This is a great placing for us, and everyone should be 

incredibly proud of their effort and success.  

The PE Department thanks you for all your hard work and for representing the school in the best way 

possible. You are super ambassadors for the school and role models for young people.  

SB 
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Last week was a great week for Priory sports with the Senior School Athletics Championships on Tuesday 

and Thursday. Everyone worked hard and performed to the best of their ability. So many of the team 

members are worthy of the Sports Star award, and special mention for setting examples to others and 

showing true Priory spirit go to Amelia Groves-Hamer, Joshua Byrne, Daisy Nixon and Francesca Peck.  
 

However, the Senior Sports Star this week goes to the person who embodied what the Sports Star award is 

all about, and for the first time ever the same pupil is Sports Star for 2 weeks in a row. Adam Farley, S4. 

As mentioned last week Adam volunteered to run the 3000m, but due to injury to one of our runners he also 

ran the 800m race on the same day. Immediately after the boys 800m, the girls’ race took place and on the 

second lap Daisy picked up an injury. Adam ran alongside her for encouragement and was the first one there 

when she stopped because of the injury. Adam showed true Priory spirit and supported every other pupil.  

 

The Junior Sports Star this week goes to Lauren Ayres, Year 6. The Juniors have been practicing and 

competing for their Sports Day field events. Track events take place on then actual day, but the field events 

are held across the term. Lauren has been working very hard on improving her scores and recently cleared 

1.25m in the high jump, which is the highest for all boys and girls across the entire Junior School. Then to 

finish the week off, Lauren played for the Junior Girls’ Cricket team, which saw the girls take a victory!  
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